
RESPONSE TO REVIEWER 3 

 

I would like to thank the reviewer for the valuable feedbacks and helpful suggestions, which have helped 

to improve the work. I have addressed all the issues raised by the reviewer as detailed below. The 

reviewer comments (RC) appear as normal font, my response (AR) in italics below the respective 

comments and I have used blue italics to quote the changes in the revised manuscript. 

RC: The author investigated the impact of different external iron sources into the northern Indian Ocean 

on phytoplankton growth using CESM. A control simulation was first presented considering four 

external iron sources: dust, sediments, hydrothermal vents and rivers. Then a series of sensitivity 

experiments were conducted with one of the four sources set to zero. The differences to the control 

simulation were used to illustrate contributions of single sources to surface DFe and chlorophyll 

distributions. At the end, mechanisms of DFe supply in defined biophysical regimes in this region were 

discussed.  

The study area is important in the marine iron and carbon cycle due to high iron input and high 

biological productivity. The manuscript has a clear structure, and the experiments were designed and 

conducted in a reasonable way. However, I have some major concerns that some details of the iron 

model are not clearly and concisely described, and the discussion of model results not always supported 

by rigorous reasoning. Below are my general comments.  

AR: Based on the suggestion by the reviewer I am including several modifications to the revised version 

of the manuscript. These are summarized below: 

(i) Clarifying the points raised by the reviewer with respect to the results of previous studies on 

ocean iron in the “Introduction” section. 

(ii) Addition of more detail in the description of CESM iron cycle along with a schematic diagram. 

(iii) A detailed analysis of bias in simulated dissolved iron (DFe), attribution of bias to the source 

strength over the Arabian Sea (AS) and the Bay of Bengal (BoB), and a discussion of the 

implications of these biases for the overall conclusions of the study. 

(iv) A discussion on what leads to shifts in phytoplankton species composition in CESM following 

external iron addition.   

RC: General comments: 

1. This is a modelling study on the iron cycle. A comprehensive understanding of the marine iron cycle 

and a precise and detailed description of the modelled iron cycle are required to analyse the model 

results and also to convince readers. The introduction of previous studies in ‘Introduction’ is not very 

precise. Here I give two examples:  

L33-35: the author stated that several iron addition experiments demonstrated its significance in CO2 

drawdown. In fact, iron addition experiments hardly demonstrate a significant effect on CO2 drawdown, 

since only one of the ship experiments detected a significant increase in carbon export and the others 

only observed chlorophyll increase induced by iron addition which is not necessarily relevant to CO2 

drawdown. This is nicely summarised in Yoon et al. (2018). And the citations in L34-35 are for both 

natural and artificial fertilisation and do not fit the sentence.  



AR: I agree with the reviewer that the sentence in L34-35 does not correctly capture the results from 

iron fertilization experiments. In the revised version of the manuscript, I am changing this sentence as 

follows: 

Several artificial iron addition experiments performed in the open oceans have demonstrated its 

significance in regulating phytoplankton growth (Yoon et al., 2018), while natural iron fertilizations 

have also shown high levels of carbon export from the upper ocean following increased productivity 

(e.g., Blain et al., 2007; Pollard et al., 2009).  

RC: L45-47: the author stated that hydrothermal vents can only impact productivity where these vents 

are located at shallow depths. This is not necessarily true. Considering mechanisms to stabilise iron 

released from hydrothermal vents, this iron could be transported far from vents and upwelled to the 

surface. And this is not something really new. Papers published 10 years ago already discussed different 

mechanisms preventing the precipitation of iron in near-vent fields (e.g. Sander and Koschinsky, 2011; 

Yücel et al. 2011). 

AR: Thanks for pointing this out. I am modifying the sentence in L45-47 as: “This is because while 

atmospheric and sedimentary DFe can impact productivity over both the open and coastal oceans, iron 

from hydrothermal vents reaching the surface water depends on deepwater ventilation and stabilizing 

impact of organic ligands (Tagliabue et al., 2010; Sander and Koschinsky, 2011).” 

RC: Further in the ‘Data and model’ chapter, the description of the iron model (L169-183) does not 

have a clear structure and sometimes confusing. Readers need to know how many iron pools are 

considered in the model, which processes transfer iron between these pools and how these processes 

are described as equations. And the first two points are better shown in a scheme. If the code of the iron 

model was not changed for this study, previous model descriptions can be referred but a brief summary 

with the main features is still needed for understanding this manuscript without reading another one. If 

something was changed in the code for this study, please underline and explain these changes and give 

the equations. This part of model description is central for the manuscript and therefore I expected a 

much higher quality here.  

AR: Based on the suggestion by the reviewer, I have now made several changes to the description of 

the iron cycle in CESM to make the structure clearer. I have added more details to explain the processes 

that impact the dissolved iron pool in CESM. I have also included a schematic diagram representing 

the iron cycle in CESM. This is shown below: 

Iron input to the ocean is balanced by losses from biological uptake and scavenging. The biological 

uptake of iron is based on the species-specific Fe:C ratio, which varies based on ambient DFe 

concentration, as discussed previously. The biological uptake term also includes routing of 

phytoplankton iron to zooplankton based on its feeding preference. Losses of iron from the biological 

pools are through mortality, aggregation, grazing upon phytoplankton by zooplankton, as well as 

higher trophic grazing on zooplankton (Long et al., 2021). The scavenging loss of DFe is expressed as 

a two-step process similar to the thorium scavenging model: involving the calculation of the net 

adsorption rate to sinking particles and modification of this rate by the ambient iron concentration 

(Moore and Braucher, 2008). The total sinking particles consist of particulate organic carbon, biogenic 

silica, calcium carbonate, and dust, which strongly influence DFe scavenging in excess of ligand 

concentrations. The particulate organic carbon is multiplied by 6 to account for the non-carbon portion 

of the organic matter that can take part in scavenging. In CESM, scavenging increases non-linearly 



with DFe concentration. About 90% of the scavenged iron enters the sinking particulate pool, while the 

rest is lost to sediments. Along with the scavenging contribution, iron released from grazing and 

mortality of autotrophs and zooplankton also enters the particulate iron pool. Remineralization of this 

sinking particulate iron replenishes DFe and is parameterized as a function of sinking particulate 

organic carbon flux. This results in maximum remineralization taking place within the upper 100 m 

where particulate organic carbon flux is the highest. Additionally, slow desorption of sinking 

particulate iron also releases DFe at depths and is calculated using a constant desorption rate of 1.0 

X 10-6 cm-1 for particulate iron. The model also includes an explicit ligand tracer for complexing Fe, 

with ligand sources being from particulate organic carbon remineralization and dissolved organic 

matter production. Ligand sinks involve scavenging, uptake by phytoplankton, ultraviolet radiation, 

and bacterial uptake or degradation (Long et al., 2021). An overview of the different sources and sinks 

of DFe used in CESM-MARL is given in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of iron cycle in the ocean component of the CESM model. The texts/boxes/arrows in 

black show the main processes affecting the dissolved iron pool, while those in red further show what controls the processes 

impacting the dissolved iron pool.  

RC: 2. Based on the arguments provided in the current version, I am not convinced that the control 

simulation is ‘good’ enough to serve as a reference for further sensitivity experiments. Figure 2 shows 

that the model overestimates surface DFe from Dec to May and in subsurface waters along the two 

transects, particularly the CLIVAR. In L299-350 the author mentioned several potential causes for 

overestimation in the subsurface waters: source strength, O2 and ligand concentration, biological uptake 



and scavenging. Although none of these seems to be able to explain the bias, the author claimed that 

the result of this simulation ‘gives confidence in using the model to study the iron cycle over the region’. 

In my opinion, there is still much work to do before coming to this conclusion: 

AR: Based on the suggestion by the reviewer I have now carried out detailed analysis of the sources of 

bias in DFe simulated by CESM. These are explained in response to the subsequent comments. 

RC: 1) The assumed source strength is of particular importance for this study, since the study aims to 

quantify contributions of different iron sources in regulating biology. All the sensitivity experiments 

were made based on this control run. If the control run shows a significant model-data mismatch and 

the assumed source strength probably causes this bias, more experiments need to done by changing 

strength of different sources or more analysis of model results, to exclude this possibility. Otherwise, 

how can the contributions of different sources be examined based on a ‘wrong’ assumption of source 

strength? So far a detailed analysis was presented in the manuscript for dust deposition, but not for the 

other sources. Just saying that it is difficult to exclude the effect of other sources does not sound 

convincing. 

AR: I have now carried out more detailed analysis on the distribution of bias and the possible factors 

contributing to the bias in CESM simulated iron concentrations. The main points that emerge regarding 

the distribution of the bias are: (1) CESM shows a very low magnitude of negative DFe bias to the west 

of 60oE longitude over the AS, (2) the magnitude of the positive bias is much lower to the south of 5oS 

latitude compared to the north and (3) Coastal and open oceans also experience similar magnitudes of 

positive DFe bias, implying that DFe bias might be stemming from multiple sources in the entire 

domain.  This information is now presented as Supplementary Table 1. 

Table S1. Magnitude of bias in CESM simulated DFe concentration (nM) 

Region Bias 

5S-20oS latitude 0.16 

5S-30oN latitude 0.47 

Arabian Sea (west of 60oE longitude) -0.07 

Open ocean (depth > 1000 m) 0.38 

Coastal regions (depth < 1000 m) 0.32 

 

On analyzing the possible causes of bias, it is revealed that although the magnitude of dust deposition 

from CESM is on the lower side compared to observations, the percentage solubility of iron from dust 

is overestimated by the model compared to observations. Thus, to the west of 60oE longitude over the 

AS, the underestimation in dust deposition is counterbalanced by overestimation in iron solubility to 

yield low magnitude of negative bias in simulated DFe concentration. To the east of 60oE longitude, 

over the AS, DFe is overestimated due to high iron solubility coupled with low magnitude of 

underestimation of dust deposition. Over the BoB, however, both dust deposition and percentage 

solubility of iron is underestimated. So, the overestimation of DFe concentration over the BoB does not 

arise from atmospheric deposition source. On comparing CTRL simulation with NATM and NSED 

along the CLIVAR transect, considerable contribution of sedimentary sources of DFe, especially, at 

depths greater than 60 m is seen (in the newly included Figure S6). Furthermore, comparing changes 

in salinity along with DFe concentration from NATM and NSED case reveals possible enhanced 



transport of iron from continental shelves leading to positive bias over the eastern IO. I am including 

the following text in the revised version of the manuscript: 

“Thus, overall, there is some underestimation of dust deposition over the northern IO, which might not 

explain positive DFe bias in CESM simulations. However, there is a possibility of fractional solubility 

of Fe from dust having an impact on DFe derived from atmospheric sources. Over the AS, percentage 

solubility of aerosol has been reported to vary between 0.02 and 0.43% (Srinivas et al., 2012). 

Considering that Fe constitutes 3.5% of dust by weight and using 0.02% and 0.5% as the lower and 

upper bounds to Fe solubility, the total fluxes of soluble Fe based on CESM dust deposition are 

calculated. The calculated iron flux ranges from 0.002 (0.04) μmol m-2 d-1 over the western AS to 0.01 

(0.35) μmol m-2 d-1 over the eastern AS for 0.02% (0.5%) solubility. The corresponding ranges of soluble 

Fe flux from CESM is 0.05 μmol m-2 d-1 in the west to 0.8 μmol m-2 d-1 in the eastern AS. Again, using 

median dust deposition values from DIRTMAP data and assuming 0.5% iron solubility, soluble Fe 

fluxes vary from 0.12 to 0.17 μmol m-2 d-1 from west to east AS. It is therefore clear that CESM model 

input of soluble Fe from atmosphere is overestimated compared to observations. This inference does 

not change even after adding the contribution of black carbon (after assuming 6% solubility of Fe) to 

the atmospheric iron flux. This is because fractional solubility of Fe in CESM varies from 1.2% over 

northwestern AS to ~5% over the southern AS. Ship-based measurements, on the other hand, have 

observed that high levels of CaCO3 in the dust over the AS acts as a neutralizing agent, leading to much 

lower aerosol solubility (Srinivas et al., 2012).  Additionally, for the GI05 transect (Fig. 3g), DFe 

concentration reduces drastically in the NATM case (Fig. S6 a-c), indicating that dust deposition and 

its solubility is the major factor contributing to the simulated levels of DFe and its biases.  

The impact of dust solubility on DFe concentration, however, does not explain the positive biases in 

simulated DFe over the BoB. The percentage solubility of aerosol iron measured over the BoB is high, 

varying between 2.3% and 24%, due to presence of acid species from anthropogenic activities (Srinivas 

et al., 2012). This leads to much higher soluble iron deposition than that is obtained from CESM. For 

example, in CESM the soluble Fe flux varies from ~0.05 to 0.35 μmol m-2 d-1, whereas, calculated 

soluble Fe flux varies from 0.06 to above 1 μmol m-2 d-1. Thus, atmospheric supply of iron is possibly 

underestimated over the BoB. It is, therefore, quite possible that this positive bias in DFe stems from 

either sedimentary or river sources. In fact, comparing CTRL simulation with NATM and NSED along 

the CLIVAR transect in Figure 3f, reveals considerable contribution of sedimentary sources of DFe, 

especially at depth greater than 60 m (Fig. S6 d-f). Furthermore, the latitudinal change in salinity along 

this transect closely follows the latitudinal pattern of change in DFe from NATM case, but not DFe 

from NSED case. To examine this, DFe from NATM and NSED cases and salinity from CTRL case have 

been taken along the CLIVAR transect from depths greater than 60 m and have been detrended. The 

correlation between DFe from NATM and salinity is -0.75 indicating that non-atmospheric sources of 

DFe is associated with fresher water transported from the coastal regions. The corresponding 

correlation between DFe from NSED and salinity is -0.16 indicating that non-sedimentary sources of 

DFe has no salinity dependence. The underestimation of atmospheric iron deposition along with 

salinity-dependence of DFe from the NATM case together indicates that enhanced transport of 

sediments from continental margins is likely to be the source of DFe bias along the CLIVAR transect. 

One possible explanation is that the low resolution of the model is unable to capture the high velocity 

of the coastal currents that may limit the spreading of sediments from the coastal regions to the open 

oceans. The simulated coastal current is much weaker than OSCAR observations during April, when 

the CLIVAR measurements were undertaken (Fig. S6 g-h). This can lead to greater diffusive spreading 

of iron from the coast into the open ocean. Such an effect of model resolution has been previously shown 



to result in a higher sedimentary contribution to DFe off the northwest Pacific and southwest Atlantic 

ocean (Harrison et al., 2018).” 

“To summarize, the ocean component of CESM has deeper MLD than observations, underestimates 

nitrate and chlorophyll and overestimates DFe concentrations. Together, this can result in weaker iron-

limitation in the simulations compared to observations. Over the AS, the positive bias in simulated DFe 

is present mostly to the east of 60oE longitude and can be related to the higher solubility of atmospheric 

iron in CESM compared to the observations. Over the BoB, DFe bias likely originates from enhanced 

transport of sedimentary iron from continental shelf margins. To the west of 60oE, simulated DFe has 

negative bias of low magnitude, possibly because underestimation of dust deposition is counterbalanced 

by overestimation of iron-solubility. Over the southern tropical IO, the magnitude of bias is also low 

compared to the rest of the study domain.”  

 

Fig. S6 Vertical variation in DFe along (a-c) GI05 and (d-f) CLIVAR transects for CTRL, NATM and NSED 

cases. (g-h) Surface current over the Bay of Bengal for the month of April, from (g) CESM simulations and (d) 

OSCAR retrievals. 

 

 RC: 2) Biological uptake rather affects the loss of DFe in surface waters and the effect of scavenging 

onto organic particles is also stronger in the surface than in the subsurface waters due to the vertical 

gradient of particle concentration. Thus the subsurface bias (below 60m) might not be explained by 



these removal processes. A quantitative analysis of the two loss fluxes along the CLIVAR transect could 

help to conclude their role.  

AR: Thanks for this suggestion. In the revised version of the manuscript, I have included a quantitative 

analysis of relative importance of Fe uptake by phytoplankton and scavenging losses over the study 

domain. For phytoplankton Fe uptake, I have used a wide range of Fe:C ratios along with particulate 

organic carbon export fluxes at 100 m calculated from observations of 234Th fluxes over the northern 

IO. For scavenging losses, I have used values estimated by Chinni and Singh (2022), which is based on 

particulate Fe value from the eastern tropical South Pacific and 234Th fluxes over the AS. These 

calculations show that Fe uptake by phytoplankton is possibly underestimated over the AS, which can 

contribute to some overestimation of DFe in the surface water over AS. Over BoB, Fe uptake is within 

the range of observation-based values. Scavenging removal simulated by CESM is also within the range 

of estimated values and is possibly not contributing to DFe bias in the model. This is discussed in the 

revised manuscript as follows: 

“With respect to loss terms, biases in Fe uptake and scavenging can impact simulated DFe 

concentrations, especially in the surface waters. To account for Fe uptake by phytoplankton, particulate 

organic carbon export fluxes at 100 m calculated from 234Th fluxes have been used in conjunction with 

Fe:C ratios. Since the cellular Fe:C ratio varies widely depending on external DFe availability and 

phytoplankton species composition, a lower bound of 6 μmol mol-1 and an upper bound of 50 μmol mol-

1 have been considered. The lower bound is based on measurements over the eastern IO (Twining et 

al., 2019) where oligotrophic conditions are encountered. The upper bound is based on measurements 

over the tropical North Atlantic where high dust deposition leading to high surface DFe concentration 

prevails (Twining et al., 2015). Combining Fe:C values with particulate organic carbon export fluxes 

from JGOFS cruises (Buesseler et al., 1998) yields Fe uptake by phytoplankton varying between 

~0.0004 and ~0.0035 μmol m-3 d-1 for all seasons over the AS. Phytoplankton Fe uptake from CESM 

over the AS varies between ~0.0001 and ~0.002 μmol m-3 d-1, which are on the lower end of observation-

based values. Over the BoB, phytoplankton Fe uptake varies between ~0.00002 and ~0.004 μmol m-3 d-

1 based on available POC measurements (Anand et al., 2017; 2018). The corresponding ranges of 

CESM simulated DFe uptake are ~0.0002 to ~0.001 μmol m-3 d-1, which is within the range of values 

calculated from observations. With respect to scavenging losses, based on particulate Fe value from 

the eastern tropical South Pacific and 234Th fluxes over the AS, Chinni and Singh (2022) estimated 

abiotic removal of 0.001-0.005 μmol m-3 d-1 for the upper 100 m. In the present simulations, average 

scavenging removal is ~0.003 μmol m-3 d-1 over both the AS and BoB (range: 0.002 to 0.026 μmol m-3 

d-1) and reduces to less than 0.001 μmol m-3 d-1 to the south of the equator. Overall, Fe uptake by 

phytoplankton is possibly underestimated over the AS, which can contribute to some overestimation of 

DFe in the surface waters over this region. Over BoB, Fe uptake is within the range of observation-

based values. Scavenging removal simulated by CESM is also within the range of observation-based 

values and is possibly not contributing to DFe bias in CESM.” 

RC: 3) A clear increase of DFe in the subsurface waters which spreads from the near-coast region to 

the open ocean is likely caused by an additional input of iron below the surface in the coastal regions, 

e.g. sediment. I am wondering if the author checked the subsurface DFe along the CLIVAR transect in 

simulations without sediment (whether DFe is still elevated below 60m), and whether the sediment 

resuspension plays a role in this region. Another factor might be the dissolution of iron from the ‘soft’ 

dust. Even dust deposition could be underestimated, the slow release of iron from sinking dust particles 

is not taken up by phytoplankton (which is underestimated anyway) and could contribute to an increase 

of DFe below the surface waters where the biological uptake and concentration of organic particles 



become lower. These are just my hypotheses and this kind of open questions needs to be (quantitatively) 

analysed.  

AR: Thank you for this comment.  Please see my response to the previous comments, where I have tried 

to address this. 

RC: After the causes of the bias are found, it will be further checked if the causes strongly affect the 

analysis of source contribution or will affect DFe distribution in a systematical way that the relative 

differences between runs can still be assigned to different source strengths. Then the author can 

convince readers that this control run can be used as a reference for further sensitivity experiments. So 

I am not saying that this run can not be used or must be further tuned, but its validity needs to be better 

argued. 

AR: In the revised version of the manuscript, I am including a discussion on how the different sources 

of bias to CESM-simulated DFe can impact the conclusions in the present study at the end of Section 

3.2. Calculations performed by including and excluding the regions showing biases arising from a 

specific source of DFe shows that while biases in the source strength might regionally impact the 

percentage contribution of DFe from a particular source, the overall conclusion of atmospheric source 

being the most important for upper ocean DFe over the northern IO, followed by sedimentary source, 

does not change. This is given below: 

“Based on the analysis of origin of bias in simulated DFe concentrations in Section 3.1, it is likely that 

contribution of atmospheric sources to upper 100 m DFe concentration is overestimated over the 

eastern AS and the contribution of sedimentary sources to upper 100 m DFe concentration is 

overestimated over the BoB. Averaging over the entire domain, atmospheric source contributes ~67% 

to the upper 100 m DFe concentration. On masking out the region to the east of 65oE longitude over 

the AS, where the highest positive bias of DFe from dust has been noted, it is seen that atmospheric 

source contributes ~65% to the upper 100 m DFe concentration. Again, averaging over the study 

domain, sedimentary source contributes ~30% to the upper 100 m DFe concentration. On masking out 

BoB, where positive bias of DFe from sedimentary sources has been identified in Section 3.1, it is seen 

that sedimentary source contributes ~33% to the upper 100 m DFe concentration. Thus, while biases 

in the source strength might regionally impact the percentage contribution of DFe from various sources 

to the northern IO, the overall conclusion of atmospheric source being the most important for upper 

ocean DFe over the northern IO, followed by sedimentary sources, does not change. “ 

Additionally, with respect to DFe source strength impacting phytoplankton response, the following 

sentences are being included at the end of Section 3.3.2: 

“It is important to mention here that DFe bias arising from source strength has low impact on 

phytoplankton response to a particular source. This is because the strongest phytoplankton response to 

a specific DFe source is over the western AS and subtropical southern IO. As noted in Section 3.1, these 

regions have the least magnitude of DFe bias. For example, averaging over the upper 100 m over the 

northern IO, atmospheric source contributes ~13% to total chlorophyll concentration. Even after 

masking out the region to the east of 65oE longitude over the AS, where the highest positive DFe bias 

arising from atmospheric Fe has been noted in Section 3.1, it is seen that atmospheric source 

contributes ~13% to the upper 100 m chlorophyll concentration. Similarly, sedimentary sources 

contribute ~9% to the upper 100 m chlorophyll concentration over the entire northern IO domain. 

Masking out BoB, where DFe bias is due to enhanced sediment transport, results in sedimentary source 

contributing ~8% to the upper ocean chlorophyll concentration.” 



RC: 3. The explanation of the phytoplankton community shift in response to iron input is incomplete 

and not always true (L451-471). Generally, findings in model results should be explained based on 

model parameterisations. In the manuscript, the community shift is described, and then some possible 

reasons based on observations and lab experiments are mentioned. However, what explains a similar 

phenomenon in the reality or in lab is not necessarily the cause of the model behaviour. For example in 

L452-457, the author cited de Baar et al. (2005) to support the modelled the outcompete by diatoms and 

cited Sunda and Huntsmann (1995) to explain it with their large cell size and luxury uptake. These can 

not directly answer the question: what in the model causes the outcompete? Further, large diatoms 

should not outcompete small phytoplankton by iron uptake, since the surface:volume ratio matters, not 

the absolute cell surface, otherwise, they would not more suffer from iron limitation if iron is depleted. 

And I am wondering how this is taken into account in the model. A careful analysis of changes in 

growth rate and limitation factor of both species can easily reveal the model parameters determining 

the community shift. It has been already done in several studies. And here again, it is better to show 

model equations with parameters (in the main part or supplementary material) to make clear in which 

processes and parameters diatom and small phytoplankton differ in the model.  

AR: Many thanks for this suggestion. I have now explained the phytoplankton community shift 

simulated in response to iron addition with respect to differences in nutrient uptake rate between 

different species and grazing pressure. This is incorporated in the revised manuscript as follows: 

“Such difference in species response to external iron addition arises from differences in nutrient uptake 

between different phytoplankton functional groups in CESM. Phytoplankton growth rate (μi) is 

parameterized as a product of resource-unlimited growth rate (μref in d-1) at a reference temperature of 

30oC, and three terms that describe nutrient limitation (Vi), temperature dependence (Tf) and light 

availability (Li). This is expressed as: 

μi = μref Vi Tf Li                         (1) 

The nutrient limitation term for iron, Vi, for a specific phytoplankton group i is expressed as: 

                                                     Vi
Fe = 

𝐹𝑒

𝐹𝑒 + 𝐾𝑖
𝐹𝑒 

                                 (2) 

where Fe is the concentration of iron and Ki
Fe is the Fe uptake half-saturation constant for a 

phytoplankton group. While small phytoplankton have been assigned a value of 3.0 X 10-5 mmol m-3 for 

Ki
Fe, diatoms have been assigned a higher value of 7.0 X 10-5 mmol m-3. This leads to the small 

phytoplankton outcompeting diatoms when nutrient levels are low. Additionally, small phytoplankton 

are subjected to higher grazing pressure than diatoms. The maximum grazing rate assigned in CESM 

is 3.3 d-1 for small phytoplankton versus 3.15 d-1 for diatoms. Together, the differences in nutrient uptake 

half-saturation constant and grazing pressure between different phytoplankton species results in diatom 

dominating blooms under nutrient-replete conditions.” 

At this stage I don’t think giving more specific comments would help. I just like to encourage the author 

to improve the model description, do more detailed analysis of model results and support conclusions 

through better reasoning.   
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